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Enterprise Survey of AI End Users and Vendors on Organizational 
Structure, Goals, Strategy, Data Privacy, Accountability, and COVID-19 
By any stretch of the imagination, it is still early days for artificial intelligence (AI). That said, pioneering AI solutions 
providers and end-user companies have moved from proofs-of-concept to live deployments of AI solutions over the past 
few years. This Omdia survey examines the maturation of the market, with views of the AI structure and strategies of end-
user and vendor companies. 

The survey results suggest companies that have been AI pioneers fit the classic profile of early adopters. They are willing to 
risk money, time, and resources with the hope that potential returns will give them competitive advantages over 
companies that wait for a more developed market. While some industry sectors have more mature AI ecosystems than 
others, in a broad sense, the AI ecosystem reflects a market that is still in the early stages. 

This Omdia survey provides the results of an online survey of 365 enterprises. The survey was sent to contact databases 
from Omdia, AI Summit, and AI Business. Surveyed companies across different vertical industries ranged in size from small 
startups with less than 100 employees to global companies with 10,000+ employees. Respondents were categorized as 
companies that were end users of AI solutions and capabilities and vendors that market AI solutions and capabilities. The 
survey treated the location of the respondent as the source country. Respondents had a broad range of job functions and 
titles, and the companies were using or exploring AI capabilities/services. 
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ABOUT OMDIA

Omdia is a global technology research 
powerhouse, established following the 
merger of the research division of 
Informa Tech (Ovum, Heavy Reading, 
and Tractica) and the acquired Omdia
technology research portfolio.* We 
combine the expertise of more than 
400 analysts across the entire 
technology spectrum, covering 150 
markets. We publish over 3,000 
research reports annually, reaching 
more than 14,000 subscribers, and 
cover thousands of technology, media, 
and telecommunications companies.
Our exhaustive intelligence and deep 
technology expertise enable us to 
uncover actionable insights that help 
our customers connect the dots in 
today’s constantly evolving technology 
environment and empower them to 
improve their businesses–today and 
tomorrow.

*The majority of Omdia technology 
research products and solutions were 
acquired by Informa in August 2019 
and are now part of Omdia.
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• While AI penetration is low … 
less than half have live, pilot AI 
projects?

• Early adopters are leaning into 
AI

• Where does AI responsibility 
and decision-making reside 
within your company?

• What is/will be your 
deployment strategy for AI?

• What are the top 3 reasons 
your company decided to 
invest in in-house AI expertise?

• What are the top 3 reasons 
your company decided to 
deploy a commercial AI 
solution from vendors?

• For what function or business 
unit is your company deploying 
AI?

• For what function or business 
unit is your company's AI 
solution targeted?

• What specific AI use cases are 
you implementing?

• How important is it in your 
company to aim AI at the 
following outcomes?

• What is the market penetration of 
AI technologies and solutions for 
enterprises?

• What is the pace of AI technology 
implementations and 
investments?

• How has the COVID-19 pandemic 
affected the AI plans of 
enterprises?

• How has data privacy and the AI 
accountability gap affected AI 
plans?

• Where does AI 
ownership/responsibility reside 
within enterprises?

• Which strategies are enterprises 
relying on: in-house solutions 
(developing internal AI expertise 
and IP), commercial solutions, or 
both?

• For what functions or business 
units are enterprises deploying AI 
(customer service, IT, operations, 
business intelligence, etc.)?

• Which AI use cases are 
enterprises implementing?
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• Cloud platform providers
• Robot manufacturers
• Consumer robotics companies
• AI companies
• Data analytics and data 

management vendors
• Software and application 

developers
• Internet of Things (IoT) 

platform/middleware providers
• Device and sensor providers
• Investor community

Key takeaways
Findings
• Maturation profile: Structure
• Maturation profile: Goals and 

strategy 
Market impact 
• Data privacy
• AI accountability gap COVID-19  
Survey demographics 
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• Which AI technologies is your 
company leveraging in its 
solutions?

• How do data privacy issues 
impact your company's 
momentum to leverage AI?

• How concerned is your 
company about AI 
accountability?

• Which of the following 
statements do you most agree 
with regarding the COVID-19 
crisis and its impact on AI 
deployment?

• Near-term confidence in 
positive AI results despite 
COVID

• Confidence in AI value growing 
over time

• What AI capabilities are you 
currently using or planning to 
adopt in the future?

• End-user state of AI 
deployment: 42% live or 
piloting projects
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